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Abstract. In the paper a new sensorless control structure for the PMSM drive is presented. Such a structure is especially recommended for speed 
in the range of single revolutions per second (excluding standstill). The method uses a back EMF observer for position estimation. However, 
there is no need to estimate the speed. This is a big advantage because of possible irregularity of estimated back EMF in this speed range, which 
makes the calculation of speed difficult or impossible. The proposed structure is similar to the model following control, but the reference model 
attempts to track the motor operating point. The main idea is to utilize as a reference a model of the whole drive, including speed and current 
controllers and motor model. Such a model produces reference voltage for the real inverter. However, an extra unit – called rotator – is needed 
to provide precise control of direct axis current, which is sensitive to the improper position of the voltage vector. The rotator acts as a kind of 
compensator for error of position estimation.
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range. This is confirmed by experimentally obtained waveforms 
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. This is the idle speed, using a con-
stant value of reference current on q axis. These waveforms were 
obtained for a traditional field oriented control (FOC) method of 
the PMSM (using a similar structure as is shown in Fig. 4), with 
a cascade control structure using a closed speed control loop 
(which was disconnected for the test) with inner current control 
loops containing separate controllers on d and q axes, rotating 
synchronously with the rotor. The overall structure of control 
utilizes the sine and cosine of the estimated position and calcu-
lated speed value instead of measured values.To obtain smooth 
output values from the observer, the reference voltage is used 
instead of measured ones. This simplification gives good results 

1. Introduction

The high power density, high torque to inertia ratio and small 
torque ripple are the advantages of the permanent magnet syn-
chronous motor (PMSM). To achieve good dynamics, especially 
during transients, in the case of rapid reference speed changes 
and load changes, a vector control should be used. Shaft position 
information is required to enable the effective vector control 
of a PMSM drive. In a typical realization of the control struc-
ture, the sensorless operation of a speed control for a PMSM 
drive may be achieved simply by eliminating the position sensor 
and by the use of a position estimator instead. This approach 
works well for medium and high speed ranges [1–6], even in 
the case of more complex drives, e.g., for a motor and inverter 
connection via motor choke [7, 8] or sinusoidal filter [9, 10]. 
Another situation is in the case of a low speed range [11]. In 
such a case of operation, in many applications there is a need 
to introduce a special control algorithm [12, 13], as well as the 
use of a sensorless control. It is assumed that position estimation 
based on the back electromotive force (EMF) does not have 
sufficient accuracy at lower speed range [14, 15]. In such case 
other methods are used, e.g., using injection of additional test 
signals [16, 17]. For speed in the range several revolutions per 
second, the calculation of speed directly from estimated position 
value is not so trivial because of the possibility of excitation 
oscillations caused by the speed estimator. This happens due to 
the non–sinusoidal shape of the estimated back EMF, which has 
a major impact on the stable sensorless performance of the drive 
at this speed range. However, the position calculation based on 
the back EMF estimation may work correctly even in such speed 

Fig. 1. Typical control structure, sensor mode: constant reference cur-
rent iq = 0.35A, up: estimated back EMF – E ̂ α, E ̂ β, middle: measured 

speed (average value 6 rad
s , down: measured current iq
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in the medium and high speed range. However, in the low speed 
range, where requested voltage is low, the reference voltage may 
differ noticeably from the inverter output voltage, which affects 
the estimated back EMF amplitude. The sensor and sensorless 
operation, where a constant value of current on q axis is the 
setpoint, produces almost equally shaped speed waveforms. It is 
noticeable, that the problem lies not in the position estimation, 
but there is essentially a fast and stable speed calculation. The 
nonlinearity of the motor is extremely influential in this speed 
range. This is indicated by the shape of the speed waveforms, 
obtained in the case of constant current value. Such a phenom-
enon particularly affects a drive with low moment of inertia. 
For such a drive, in typical realization, the speed should be es-
timated with a much smaller delay than the period of a speed 
fluctuation (which is shown in Fig. 2) to provide an adequate 
response of the speed controller without the excitation of the 
speed oscillation. An adequate reference current in q axis may 
be processed properly by P/PI controller only with fast settings, 
which makes it practically impossible to work in the sensorless 
mode on a drive with low moment of inertia (sensorless control 
usually requires slowing down of the speed controller). There-
fore, a sensorless control structure for speed has been developed 
which avoids the need to calculate speed from the estimated back 
EMFs. This is the main difference to the standard method, and it 
is a big advantage, because it allows the avoidance of problems 
in the case of speed estimation in this speed range. The proposed 
control structure uses a “virtual” speed, prepared in the reference 
drive model (instead of estimated speed), and a position observer 
is used to improve the accuracy of positioning the appropriate 
vectors in the (real) motor.

2. Reference based control structures

There are many structures known in the area of motion control, 
which use a reference value source. Some are used typically in 

sensor mode to improve performance and some may be used as 
an estimator. The most similar structure to the one presented in 
the paper – principally by the basic idea – is the MFC (Model 
Following Control) [18] and its modifications, as an adaptive 
MFC (AMFC) [19]. The main comparison of the proposed con-
trol system and the MFC is described in the next section. The 
other structures, MRAS (Model Reference Adaptive System) 
[20] and MRAC (Model Reference Adaptive Control) [21], and 
the IMC (Internal Model Control) [22, 23] are used mainly in 
order to estimate the unknown component of the state vector.

3. The new control structure

In short, in a typical MFC structure, the main controller gener-
ates a control signal for the object and its model. The additional 
controller, fed by a difference signal between the object output 
and model output, generates an additional control signal, which 
is added into object input. Hence, if a tracking error occurs, 
an additional control signal is generated, whose task is to de-
crease the tracking error rapidly – and the object must follow 
the model.

In the presented control structure, the object (PMSM) fol-
lows the reference model. However, if a tracking error occurs, 
a reference model tries to fit to the object operating point, due 
to the influence from the estimated load torque and the velocity 
correction signals in the reference model. For example, in the 
case of a step change in the motor load, the motor begins to 
slow down, and the motor model in the reference begins to slow 
down also, because of the load estimator, which influences the 
drive model. Thus, the impact of distortion is eliminated by 
internal controllers in the drive model. The control structure 
consists of the following elements:
●	 adder for correcting the reference speed (Fig. 3: unit 1)
●	 reference model of the drive (Fig. 3: unit 2)
●	 factor k affects the dynamics of the rotator operation (Fig. 3: 

unit 3)
●	 rotator (Fig. 3: unit 4)
●	 transformation block αβ ! abc (Fig. 3: unit 5)
●	 inverter (Fig. 3: unit 6)
●	 transformer (Fig. 3: unit 7)
●	 currents measurement (Fig. 3: unit 8)
●	PMSM (Fig. 3: unit 9)
●	 transformation block abc ! αβ (Fig. 3: unit 10)
●	 transformation block αβ ! dq (Fig. 3: unit 11)
●	position observer (Fig. 3: unit 12)
●	 current id corrector (Fig. 3: unit 13)
●	 adder for correcting the angle of reference voltage vector 

(Fig. 3: unit 14)
●	 load estimator (Fig. 3: unit 15)
●	 adder for the load estimator (Fig. 3: unit 16).

Advantages of this sensorless structure are particularly vis-
ible in the low speed range. The system operates in the fol-
lowing manner: the reference model of the drive generates the 
reference voltage uα–ref, uβ–ref and the reference currents id–ref 
and iq–ref, based on the corrected speed reference signal ωref 2 
and the estimated value of load torque T ̂L. Reference voltages 

Fig. 2. Typical control structure, sensorless mode: constant reference 
current iq = 0.35A, up: estimated back EMF – E ̂ α, E ̂ β, middle: measured 

speed (average value 5 rad
s ), down: measured current iq
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are used to prepare the supply voltage vector and the reference 
currents (which means the “measured” currents in the drive 
model) are used to increase the accuracy of the control. The 
position observer estimates the sine and cosine of the shaft posi-
tion, which is used in a coordinate system transformation block.

One of the most important units is the rotator. It rotates 
the	reference	voltage	vector	by	angle	∆Θ,	which	is	generated	
by the current id corrector. The input voltage vector and the 
output voltage vector may rotate at a different angular speed. 
This is a normal phenomena due to the limited accuracy of the 
model and the limited accuracy of the position estimation. The 
difference in the speed is the result of variation in time of the 
∆Θ	value.	The	current	id	corrector	produces	the	∆Θ	angle	used	
in the rotator. It compares the current id–ref, which is generated 
by the reference model, and the current i ̂d, which is calculated 
on the basis of measured currents and estimated position. If 
a	difference	occurs,	the	corrector	changes	the	∆Θ	angle	to	de-
crease the error.

The next important unit, the load estimator, helps the ref-
erence model of the drive to fit to the (real) motor operating 
point in the case of a load torque change. Its operation is based 
on comparing the torque currents iq from the reference model 
and the calculated value based on measured currents, which are 
converted using a position estimated in the observer. In addi-
tion,	a	correcting	signal	of	speed	∆ωref is introduced in the sum-
ming junction of the referenced speed (Fig. 3: unit 1), which 

increases speed control accuracy in the case of the presence of 
a load torque. It is important to notice that this is not the esti-
mated speed, but the correction value. The practical advantage 
of this control structure is that there is no need to estimate the 
speed. However, it is still the speed vector control structure. 
This means, that it gives the possibility to control the speed 
quickly and adequately, even in cases of rapid changes of load 
or reference speed.

3.1. Reference model. As a reference model of a drive with 
PMSM, as simple as the possible model may be used. However, 
the complexity of the model affects the ability to accurately 
track the model by the real system. The model used in the pro-
posed control system is a typical vector control structure of 
a PMSM drive. The only difference is the lack of an inverter 
model, in order to simplify the drive model. The presented con-
trol system uses the traditional field oriented control method for 
the PMSM (Fig. 4) as a reference source, with cascade control 
structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w – speed con-
troller) with inner current control loops containing separate con-
trollers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq block) rotating 
synchronously with the rotor. All controllers have a PI struc-
ture with limited output. The following names of inputs and 
outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of inputs and out-
puts of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the “wref2” input (Fig. 4) acts as ωref 2 
input (Fig. 3), the “TL˄” input (Fig. 4) acts as T ̂L (estimated 

Fig. 3. A general view of the control structure
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load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα–ref, uβ–ref, id–ref, iq–ref 
(Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and outputs of the PMSM 
model	“PMSM_REF”	(Fig.	4).	The	inverter՚s	transfer	function	
is simplified to unity. That system is realized as a sensor based 
system. The PMSM model was prepared using ordinary sim-
plified assumptions: there are no windings in the rotor, eddy 
currents and the effect of temperature are neglected, the flux 
produced by the rotor is constant [24]. The general form of the 
PMSM model in a system with dq coordinates rotating with the 
rotor can be expressed as follows:
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:

dîα
dt

=−Rs

Ls
· îα − 1

Ls
· êα +

1
Ls

·uα +Kiα
(
îα − iα

)
(7)

dîβ
dt

=−Rs

Ls
· îβ − 1

Ls
· êβ +

1
Ls

·uβ +Kiβ
(
îβ − iβ

)
(8)

dêα

dt
= Keα

(
îα − iα

)
(9)

dêβ

dt
= Keβ

(
îβ − iβ

)
(10)

where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):

sin
(
Θ̂
)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)

cos
(
Θ̂
)
=

êβ

|ê|
(12)

3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
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ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
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[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
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where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):

sin
(
Θ̂
)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)
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(
Θ̂
)
=

êβ

|ê|
(12)

3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
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ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
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dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)
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dt
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The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is
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observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:

dîα
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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(
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)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)
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(
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)
=

êβ

|ê|
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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(
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)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)
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(
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)
=

êβ
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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(
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)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)
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(
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)
=

êβ
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(12)

3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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)
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(11)
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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where ud, uq means the components of input voltage; id, iq 
means the components of current; Ld, Lq means inductance of 
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq); 
Ψd,	Ψq,	Ψf, means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux 
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is 
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol TL; 
ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole pairs. 
Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the total mo-
ment of inertia. Voltages ud, uq are used after transformation into 

the stationary coordinate system as the uα–ref and uβ–ref outputs. 
Currents id, iq are used as the reference values id–ref and iq–ref.

The reference model was prepared using Matlab-Simulink 
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the 
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control 
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft position, 
in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer is used 
[25]. However, the type of observer is not important in the con-
text of the control system as a whole. There is a possibility to 
use an observer which estimates the position using any method: 
using signal injections or the observers, e.g., based on back 
EMF estimation, using Luenberger and modified Luenberger 
observers [26], based on various realizations of Kalman filter 
[27–30], using sliding mode observers [31–33] and artificial 
neural networks [34]. As mentioned above, the control system 
utilizes the Luenberger observer. The observer estimates the 
back EMFs in a stator based coordinate system αβ and calcu-
lates sine and cosine of the rotor shaft position. The proportional 
form of the correction function of the observer is enough in the 
case of the low speed range. In a typical realization, assuming 
that the derivative of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write 
the observer equations as:
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:
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where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):
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3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:
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of a block named “rotator” and its controller. This controller, 
or rather the corrective device, modifies the reference voltage 
vector angle in regard to the notified current error in d axis: 
id–ref ¡ i ̂d (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the reference voltage vector 

Fig. 4. A general view of the control structure of the reference model
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{uα–ref, uβ–ref} into the exact position {uα–ref 2, uβ–ref 2}, relative 
to the shaft position. As an accurate position in a constant torque 
region the position is assumed for which the d axis current 
error is the smallest. The new reference voltage vector, whose 
position	is	corrected	by	angle	∆Θ	(generated	by	the	current	id 
corrector), is calculated using formulas:
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cade control structure, using a closed speed control loop (R_w
– speed controller) with inner current control loops containing
separate controllers on d axis (R_id block) and q axis (R_iq
block) rotating synchronously with the rotor. All controllers
have a PI structure with limited output. The following names
of inputs and outputs of Fig. 4, correspond to the names of in-
puts and outputs of unit 2 in Fig. 3: the "wref2" input (Fig. 4)
acts as ωre f 2 input (Fig. 3), the "TL^" input (Fig. 4) acts as
T̂L (estimated load torque) input (Fig. 3). The outputs uα−re f ,
uβ−re f , id−re f , iq−re f (Fig. 3 unit 2) are converted inputs and
outputs of the PMSM model "PMSM_REF" (Fig. 4). The in-
verter’s transfer function is simplified to unity. That system
is realized as a sensor based system. The PMSM model was
prepared using ordinary simplified assumptions: there are no
windings in the rotor, eddy currents and the effect of temper-
ature are neglected, the flux produced by the rotor is constant
[24]. The general form of the PMSM model in a system with
dq coordinates rotating with the rotor can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ud = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt

− p ·Ψq ·ω (1)

uq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·Ψd ·ω (2)

Ψd = Ld · id +Ψ f (3)

Ψq = Lq · iq (4)

T e = p · 3
2
[Ψd · iq −Ψq · id ] (5)

J · dω
dt

= Te −TL (6)

where ud , uq means the components of input voltage; id , iq
means the components of current; Ld , Lq means inductance of
the motor on the dq axis respectively (in this case Ld = Lq);
Ψd , Ψq, Ψ f , means flux on the dq axis respectively and flux
excited by permanent magnet. The electromagnetic torque is
represented by the symbol Te and load torque by the symbol
TL; ω is the mechanical speed, and p is the number of pole
pairs. Symbol RS means the windings resistance, and J is the
total moment of inertia. Voltages ud , uq are used after transfor-
mation into the stationary coordinate system as the uα−re f and
uβ−re f outputs. Currents id , iq are used as the reference values
id−re f and iq−re f .

The reference model was prepared using Matlab–Simulink
environment. Then the C–code was generated, using tools pro-
vided by Matlab. The code obtained was implemented in the
microprocessor of the laboratory stand as a part of the control
program.

3.2. Position observer. In order to estimate the shaft posi-
tion, in the presented control structure a Luenberger observer
is used [25]. However, the type of observer is not important
in the context of the control system as a whole. There is

a possibility to use an observer which estimates the position
using any method: using signal injections or the observers,
e.g., based on back EMF estimation, using Luenberger and
modified Luenberger observers [26], based on various real-
izations of Kalman filter [27][28][29][30], using sliding mode
observers [31][32][33] and artificial neural networks [34]. As
mentioned above, the control system utilizes the Luenberger
observer. The observer estimates the back EMFs in a stator
based coordinate system αβ and calculates sine and cosine of
the rotor shaft position. The proportional form of the correc-
tion function of the observer is enough in the case of the low
speed range. In a typical realization, assuming that the deriva-
tive of disturbances is equal to zero, one can write the observer
equations as:

dîα
dt

=−Rs

Ls
· îα − 1

Ls
· êα +

1
Ls

·uα +Kiα
(
îα − iα

)
(7)

dîβ
dt

=−Rs

Ls
· îβ − 1

Ls
· êβ +

1
Ls

·uβ +Kiβ
(
îβ − iβ

)
(8)

dêα

dt
= Keα

(
îα − iα

)
(9)

dêβ

dt
= Keβ

(
îβ − iβ

)
(10)

where uα , uβ mean the components of input voltage (in
the presented system, a reference voltage obtained from the
current controller outputs is used instead); îα , îβ , iα , iβ are the
components of (estimated and measured) currents; êα and êβ
mean estimated back EMF in the αβ axis respectively. The
position is calculated from estimated values of the back EMFs
using simplified relationship (11,12):

sin
(
Θ̂
)
=− êα

|ê|
(11)

cos
(
Θ̂
)
=

êβ

|ê|
(12)

3.3. Rotator and current id corrector. A new type of con-
trol path used in the speed control system is the rotator group.
It consists of a block named "rotator" and its controller. This
controller, or rather the corrective device, modifies the refer-
ence voltage vector angle in regard to the notified current er-
ror in d axis: id−re f − îd (Fig. 3). A rotator turns the refer-
ence voltage vector {uα−re f ,uβ−re f } into the exact position
{uα−re f 2,uβ−re f 2}, relative to the shaft position. As an ac-
curate position in a constant torque region the position is as-
sumed for which the d axis current error is the smallest. The
new reference voltage vector, whose position is corrected by
angle ∆Θ (generated by the current id corrector), is calculated
using formulas:

uα−re f 2 = uα−re f · cos(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · sin(∆Θ)

uβ−re f 2 = uα−re f · sin(∆Θ)−uβ−re f · cos(∆Θ)
(13)

4 Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. XX(Y) 2016
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The current id corrector is an integral type controller, with 
a special kind of limit – where its output is limited to the range 
0 ¥ 2π, using modulo of 2π. This controller output signal may 
change	the	value	by	twisting	its	value	at	boundaries	0 , 2π. 
In	the	ideal	case,	at	a	steady	state,	after	finding	the	proper	∆Θ,	
this value stops changing. In a real case, at a steady state, there 
is always a small difference id–ref ¡ i ̂d, which is still integrated. 
The effect shows that the input voltage vector and the output 
voltage vector may rotate with different angular speeds. The 
sign and value of this speed difference is influenced by the 
reference model accuracy and the position estimation accuracy. 
In the case of weak position estimation, an additional adjust-
ment for id corrector is necessary. The simplest method of such 
adjustment is to link the correction value with the current on q 
axis by constant factor k2 (Fig. 5). However, in the wider range 
of operation, especially in the case of weak position estimation 
accuracy, or in the case of estimation of motor parameters with 
low accuracy, a gain k2 should be converted into a function of 
the operating point, e.g., k2 = f (ωref, TL).

3.4. Load estimator. Looking at the structure of a MFC, one 
can see that the process (PMSM) interacts with the main con-
troller (the reference source) by the  correcting reference speed 
(additional speed feedback from the unit 3, Fig. 3) and by the 
estimated load torque, which affects the drive model. These two 
signals force a change of the operating point of the reference 
model due to load torque appearance. The load torque estimator 
is implemented as a PI structure. Its input signal is calculated 
as the difference between the referenced and estimated current: 
iq–ref ¡ i ̂q. If this difference occurs, it means that there is a dif-
ference in torque values between the model and the real motor. 

Therefore, the torque of the motor model is modified so that 
the operating point of the model comes close to the operating 
point of the real motor. Presently, the parameters of the load 
estimator are determined experimentally. This is safe to imple-
ment because  if the load estimator is too slow, it does not cause 
instability, but only affects the steady state speed error in the 
case of a loaded motor (Fig. 8).

4. Simulations

This control structure has the possibility to work properly with 
or without the load estimator, and with or without the refer-
ence speed correction (the combination of “activated correction 
speed” and “deactivated load torque estimation” is not recom-
mended without additional correction of parameters for units 
3 and 13). However, the lack of these correction loops affects 
the drive dynamics or can cause the presence of steady state 
speed error under load, as is presented in Figs. 6–8. The sim-
ulations were made using Matlab Simulink environment. The 
motor model (as a reference and “real” motor also) and observer 

Fig. 5. Part of control structure with modification for compensation 
of position error estimation. The rest of the control structure is similar 

to that in Fig. 3
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is prepared using previously presented equations. The number 
of pole pairs is equal 1. Resistance of the “real” motor is 50% 
greater than the resistance of the motor model, and inductance 
of the “real” motor is 5% smaller than the inductance of the 
motor model. The following simulations were carried out: step 
change	of	the	reference	speed	0 ! 4 rad

s , then in a time of 0.1s 
the step change of the load to the nominal value, and in a time 
of 0.25s the load was removed. Figure 6 presents the operation 
in the case where all the correction loops are working. The mea-
sured speed achieved the referenced speed in all cases of load 
conditions. Figure 7 presents the operation in the case where the 
correction value of the reference speed is not connected. The 
referenced speed is not achieved in the case of load conditions. 
Figure 8 presents the operation in the case where all the cor-
rection loops are not connected. It is visible that even in such 
conditions the drive has the possibility to operate. However, 
the lowest speed for proper operation in all load conditions, 
on a laboratory stand, is near 4 rad

s . In the case of turning-off 
only the estimator of the load torque, the drive continues to 
operate. However, in the case of load condition, the speed os-
cillates. Figure 9 presents the “measured” current waveforms 
for testing conditions, as does Fig. 6. It can be concluded that 
the waveforms in Fig. 6 and Fig. 9 are comparable to exper-
imental waveforms in Fig. 13. Another comparison involves 

the drive performance in the case of different accuracies of the 
position estimator. The accuracy level is visible as a different 
value of the time delay between waveforms in Fig. 10(up) and 
Fig. 11(up). In the first case, position error is about 7.5°, in the 
second case it is about 0.6° (the waveforms of sine and cosine 
are overlapped). At the time 0.4 s, a step change of load torque 
was introduced. It can be seen that the error value strongly 
affects the d axis current – Fig. 10(middle), Fig. 11(middle). In 
the case of weak position estimation accuracy, a stronger cor-
rection is necessary (it is visible as a bigger difference between 
estimated and measured value of d axis current). However, it is 
noticeable that the position estimation error has a weak influ-
ence on q axis current – Fig. 10(down), Fig. 11(down).

5. Experimental investigations

The control structure was tested on a laboratory stand in-
volving 1.23 kW, 3000 rpm PMSM supplied by a laboratory 
inverter and a second similar PMSM, working as a controlled 
load source, supplied by an industrial AC drive. The number 
of pole pairs is equal 3. The first inverter is fed using a small 
transformer. It was used to limit the supply voltage at the first 
stage of the test of the control algorithms. The voltage was 
reduced to 34 V. The tested drive was controlled by means 
of a DSP and FPGA based system. The main control system 
is based on the floating point DSP from SHARC family. The 
resolver is used only for comparison purposes. The laboratory 
inverter՚s	carrier	frequency	was	equal	to	10	kHz.	The	observer	
as well as control algorithm were implemented on a DSP pro-
cessor system. All these programs were executed every 100 μs. 
The measurement algorithms were implemented on an addi-

Fig. 10. Simulation, set of waveforms in a case of weak accuracy 
the position estimation, up: sine and cosine of the shaft position – 
measured and estimated, middle: d axis currents – reference (from 
model), estimated and measured, down: q axis currents – reference 

(from model), estimated and measured
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tional FPGA evaluation board. The main control device was 
a DSP evaluation board connected to a FPGA board in the form 
of a sandwich. It was directly connected to the control inputs 
of a laboratory inverter.

Various tests were carried out to confirm the correct op-
eration of the system. Selected waveforms are shown in Figs. 
12 and 13. All waveforms were obtained in sensorless mode, 
where	sine	and	cosine	of	the	estimated	position	Θ ̂  were used in 
the control chain. All test results were obtained for low speed 
range, where speed value was in the range of single revolutions 
per second. If the motor operates at this operating point, it starts 
to cover an additional area of the nonlinear phenomena; non-
linearity strongly implicates the drive performance, which is 
visible even on the sensor mode of operation (Fig. 1), where for 
a fixed value of the iq current, the resulting speed is not smooth. 
Obtaining smooth velocity waveforms for this operating point 
is, however, a separate research task.

Figure 12 presents waveforms in steady state operation, 
for a system working without load compensation – the system 
operates directly as is shown in Fig. 3 – and waveforms for 
an improved structure (Fig. 5), with load compensation. It is 
visible that the drive works stably in both versions; however, 
this simple modification significantly reduces ripple of the mea-
sured speed and current id as well as the value of the constant 
component of current id. In addition, the accidentally recorded 
disturbances (noise in measured speed waveforms – Fig. 12), 
affect the speed sensor; however, the position estimation proce-
dure is not affected. The next test confirms the proper operation 
during a step change of the motor load (Fig. 13) at constant 
reference speed ωref = 5 rad

s . It can be seen that neither the load 
switching nor the load value changes the waveform quality. The 
drive operates stably, regardless of the load. It is confirmed by 

the lack of disturbance in the measured speed waveform and 
moreover in the low value of current id, whose value depends 
on the position estimation accuracy. There are no significant 
changes in the motor speed quality just as there are no exces-
sive oscillations in the current iq. A zero reference value of the 
current id is maintained at all times with sufficient accuracy, 
even in dynamic states.

6. Conclusions

This control structure was developed to handle the sensorless 
control, especially in the low speed range. Elimination of the 
speed calculation, which is based on the estimated back EMF 
or estimated position, is a big advantage of this control struc-
ture. In the case of possible irregularity of estimated back EMF 
in this speed range, a fast and accurate speed calculation is dif-
ficult or impossible. Such a control structure makes it possible 
to perform a smooth operation of the drive, even in the case of 
a step change of reference speed. This task is carried out prop-
erly with acceptable accuracy and dynamics. Such a control 
structure works well even for a drive with a small moment of 
inertia, and works properly even if rapid changes of motor load 
occur. Using this control method, the motor works silently. Ex-
perimental investigations prove the correctness of the concept. 
A load compensation mechanism allows a significant reduction 
in the ripple of the speed and current id. The direction of fur-
ther research will be the decrease of the ripple in the speed 
or torque, (e.g., using a nonlinear controller), a study of the 
robustness on inaccurate drive parameter estimation and the 
robustness on the position estimation error. A complex control 
system, prepared in Matlab-Simulink, can be easily transferred 
into the DSP system.

Fig. 13. Experimental investigations, sensorless mode, motor operation 
with load compensation, rapid changes of load TL = 0 ! 1.6 ! 0N¢m, 
ωref = 5 rad

s , up: measured speed, middle:  measured current iq, 
down: measured currents id
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